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Portable BurnCDCC is a new, lightweight, free tool to help you make digital media discs, such as: CDs, DVDs, and BDs. It is based on free open-source software and designed to be a clean, simple, easy-touse tool that removes the need to involve geeky technical support and lengthy installation processes. After simple, on-screen instructions, all you need to do is write an ISO image file to your disc burner,
verify the result, and close. All you need to do is select a burning device, write the ISO file to your disc burner, and then wait for the disc to finish writing. How Portable BurnCDCC works? Initially, Portable
BurnCDCC will open a folder explorer window to your selected storage device. On this folder explorer window you will be able to browse your files, similar to Windows Explorer. After selecting your ISO
file, the application will ask for a burner and it will be moved to your storage device. You can also select a writer from the list of drives available. Now, you simply need to write the image file to the selected
device, and that’s it! How to use Portable BurnCDCC? The easy-to-use interface of Portable BurnCDCC is designed to make this process as simple and straightforward as possible. And, on top of this, you
can also use Portable BurnCDCC in parallel with Windows Explorer, and you don’t need to close or restart the program. The interface is intuitive, making it easy to browse your file system, select an image
file, and then burn it onto a CD, DVD or BD. You will find all options in a simplified format that you can adjust to your liking. Features One of the most impressive things about Portable BurnCDCC is the
ability to burn multiple discs at once. You can burn as many as you like, but for this you have to pick a burning device, input a disc name and add the location of your disc in its root folder. There is also a
simple and straightforward option to write a series of ISO files to a specified disc. In addition, you can set up custom settings for each disc, so you can burn some discs even when you are not at home. In
order to prevent ISO images from being corrupted, Portable BurnCDCC also has a verification option. You will also see this in the bottom right corner as you select a writing device
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WinBurner is a powerful and easy-to-use CD and DVD burning software solution. The Windows CD and DVD burning solution from WinBurner offers a number of features that make it a useful solution.
The program is very simple and straightforward to use, the main window presents a set of parameters, allowing you to easily customize the disc burning process. There are many other options that you can
optionally choose to modify before burning. The software automatically checks your specifications and you can even enable a two pass, verify and erase option for you to erase the already-burned disc.
WinBurner supports more than 500 device drivers. You can create Burnable CDs and DVDs, with and without data, in ISO/BIN/IMG or VCD/SVCD/VOB, with various speed options. You can set the disc
title and blank disc, you can also add a disc description and even set the icon for the newly created disc. Moreover, the program is portable in nature and it doesn’t require installation, which makes it highly
preferable for portable users. You can create backups, image the disc, add boot menu options, and even burn a track of music or an entire CD movie from digital sources. If you are not satisfied with the disc
burning results, it’s possible to create custom CDs and DVDs with the assistance of the advanced options. In spite of this, WinBurner lacks in many areas. The software lacks the ability to compare directories
or files and we’re unsure if the program can be used for a lengthy period of time. Otherwise, the solution is an easy-to-use Windows CD and DVD burning tool. Mondo dvd Clone is a powerful DVD cloning
utility, with the ability to clone dvd authoring software like Nero, like all DVD cloning software, it copies data from the DVD to the hard drive and vice versa. Mondo dvd Clone is based on a robust software
engine and it’s designed to tackle special cases, and it can also play back in many different formats. The main window of Mondo dvd Clone is very simple and straightforward, with nothing more than a set of
buttons and the source and the destination. You can also easily access options, like play back, playback settings, audio settings, default settings, and others. The program doesn’t require any input, it will
prompt you for the location of the DVD and the target folder to 09e8f5149f
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Portable BurnCDCC is a lightweight Windows software solution developed to allow users burn ISO image files with no fuss. The market is already full of advanced burning tools, so Portable BurnCDCC
plans to attract users with the help of a very simple and straightforward GUI. The limited number of features however has a major contribution to the way Portable BurnCDCC interacts with the user, as the
main window is the one that groups all options and makes everything a breeze even for those with less experience. You are obviously prompted to input the path to the ISO image file and choose a burning
device. Portable BurnCDCC can create CDs, DVDs and BD data discs, with only a few options at your disposal: finalize disc, auto eject and enable verification. In addition, the application also allows you to
select the burning speed, which in most cases shall be set to maximum because it doesn’t affect system performance at all. In fact, Portable BurnCDCC works smoothly regardless of the Windows version
installed on the computer and it’s also fully portable. In other words, you can always copy all its files on a removable drive and use it on the go, without the need for prior installation. All things considered,
Portable BurnCDCC is indeed a handy piece of software that can burn ISO files. It however lacks many advanced options, so professional users may still pick one of the full-featured burning solutions on the
market that also provide support for other burning projects. User reviews Dare: Doesn't seem to work, I have tried it with 2 iso files, one is an avi file and one a mp4 file and it just won't do anything. I do not
have a disc burner and it says it works with most burning programs. FF: Portable BurnCDCC is a straightforward GUI for burning ISO files, including Audio-CDs, onto CD- or DVD-RWs. It allows you to
easily select the target device, and one of CD, DVD-RW, USB 2.0, or Firewire, all at the same time. The selected interface can then be set as the master drive, and you then simply choose the source and the
desired quality to burn. When burning audio CDs, you can also choose to up-mix the original tracks with any of the other material, so that the resulting tracks are more polished. This tool is very easy to use,
even though the configurability is limited. The functionallity however is very
What's New in the Portable BurnCDCC?

- Tons of demos - Great burning experience - Dynamic progress bar - Full list of disc features - AES-128 and SHA256 file integrity verification - 20 built-in burning profiles - Support for Blu-ray disc Support for many types of disc such as CD-R/RW, DVD-R/RW and BD-R/RE discs - Support for multiple disc titles - Works on both Windows 7 and Windows 8 - The application is fully portable - Free
trial available - No installation required New features available in V.2: - Fix audio speed (24x will use the exact speed setting of the program) - Support for v7/v8 version of Windows - Support for.AES-256
files verification - Support for 20+ burning profiles - Support for CD/DVD/BD discs - Support for multiple disc titles - Support for Logitech DVD/Blu-ray players - Now supports writing of BD data discs Now supports data disc/BD speed control when using Logitech media drives - New backup program - Better IO performance - Better media drives support - Better user support and more features - Support
for.AES-256 encrypted files and SHA256 file verification - Improved burning profiles management - Suppported directories are now displayed in the right panel - The dialogs now closes properly - Fixed a
bug in burning - Now can create DVD-RW discs - Now can verify DVD/CD-R/RW discs automatically - Logitech DVD/Blu-ray drives are not supported anymore If you want to upgrade Portable
BurnCDCC to the latest version, just download the standalone installer from Portable BurnCDCC Download Page. Please unzip the downloaded file to a temporary directory. If the new version is detected,
the setup program will start automatically, you don’t need to do anything. Also please note that the Portable BurnCDCC backup program is now a free application, available from the Portable BurnCDCC
Download Page. This is a very similar app to the Portable Disk Creator other than it allows you to burn a disc and not a single file. However, most of us are familiar with the disk creator so this may not be a
game changer for most users. The software supports burning CD and DVD media. You can also burn to blank disc. It's pretty simple to use. All you need to do is
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System Requirements:

OS: Vista SP1, Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8, Windows 8.1 (32/64 bit), Windows 10 CPU: Intel Core 2 Duo, 2 GHz or better RAM: 2 GB or more HDD: 3.0 GB or more Video Card: Nvidia Geforce 9500
GT or better, Intel HD Graphics 3000 or better, or AMD Radeon HD 5xxx series or better Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c compatible sound card Languages: English, Simplified Chinese
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